
Wales’ radical new curriculum reaches
legal milestone

Education Minister, Kirsty Williams, will later unveil a White Paper that
lays the legal foundations of a curriculum that is currently being designed
by Wales’ teachers.

Breaking down traditional subject boundaries and empowering teachers to be
more innovative, we will be introducing Areas of Learning and Experience
(AoLEs) that cover the Humanities; Health and Wellbeing; Science and
Technology; Languages, Literacy and Communications; Expressive Arts; and
Maths.

English and Welsh will remain statutory, as will Religious Studies and
Relationships and Sexuality Education. Alongside this, the Cross-Curriculum
Responsibilities of literacy, numeracy and digital competence will be
statutory up to 16 years old. 

Key stages will be removed.  Instead, there will be Progression Steps
relating to expectations for learners ages 5, 8, 11, 14 and 16.  These will
allow teachers to understand each learner’s development – taking into account
their individual abilities, experiences and rates of learning and
understanding. 

The changes will ensure that schools can move away from the days of a narrow
curriculum and instead give teachers the flexibility to be creative in their
teaching. By using this approach practitioners will be able to use their
professionalism and expert knowledge to create and design lessons that
stretch learners’ abilities and horizons.

Kirsty Williams commented:

“Wales started on this journey of reform because of a drive to
improve standards – we want our young people to develop higher
standards of literacy and numeracy, become more digitally and
bilingually competent, and grow to be enterprising, creative and
critical thinkers.

“I am absolutely clear that to raise standards and extend
opportunities, we need to empower schools and teachers by moving
away from a narrow, inflexible and crowded curriculum.

“This is an exciting time for education in Wales. Not only are we
developing a curriculum that ensures our learners are equipped to
meet the needs of the future, but we are developing a curriculum
through genuine collaboration with our schools and key
stakeholders.

“I am asking people across Wales to contribute to this debate over
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the coming weeks and months.  The White Paper is ambitious and far-
reaching. But we will only reach those high standards through a
genuine national mission and conversation.”


